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Errands of
Mercy



Idon't know if this column is supposed to be
instructional, philosophical, inspirational, or
just a journal of my encounters during the past

month that involves woodworking. In any case, I
write what may be incidents and experiences I think you may encounter,
whereas you believe you're the only one with these unique situations.

Typically when I finish a project or a major phase of a project I have
determined that I need a tool, or need to resharpen or fix a tool, or even
make a tool. Well, that's how early yesterday started; I needed to fix a sit-
uation. My Delta router/shaper is mounted on wheels. Because of this it
is not level, whether its fixed or mobile. Aside from using it as its prima-
ry purpose, it was also going to be an extension of my table saw. Well, in
addition to it not being level, it wasn't at the right height, so I spent some
time dismantling the cabinet it was on and devised a leveling technique
that brought it up to the table saw height perfectly. I felt so good when I
put it to use and finished the adjustable backstop to my drill press table.
Now I'm ready to use the router/shaper to make some breadboards for my
spice cabinet. I cut the wood needed and moved on to the router. Well,
when I hit the switch the silence was deafening. I hit that switch 10 more
times, I switched to another outlet, I checked the circuit breakers. I
stopped and plugged the drill press into the outlet for my router and yes,
it turned on. I was now convinced it was my router/shaper.

I took the "dustproof" metal box within the router/shaper hous-
ing that encloses the switch, starting capacitor, and relay. I visually
checked what I could, it looked OK, and then shorted out the switch
leads and it started. I knew a replacement switch wasn't something I could
run to Home Depot for so I took it apart. This is a fully enclosed switch,
the one with the little safety peg you pull out. Well, guess what! It was
loaded with sawdust -- not a perfect insulator, but dry enough to cause
this grief. Cleaned it out, reassembled it and the rest of the unit and I was
back in business, but too late to do any woodworking. 

And now to the end of my story. I clean and service my machines
regularly.  It's an old habit, because I love tools and that's they way I was
taught at home, school, Navy and industry.  But few things are foolproof
or idiot proof and it's up to you to understand the mechanics of the tools
you use in addition to the functions of the tool. Your safety and enjoy-
ment of the craft hinges on your constant attention to these things. Could
I have avoided yesterday's setback? Maybe. Like I said at the beginning, I
don't know if this column is supposed to be instructional, philosophical
or inspirational, so take it for what it's worth.
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Secretary’s
Report

Owen Brady &
Steve Costello

Notes From the Editor

Mike Daum

After much anticipation, the fresh new look for
our website was launched a day after the May
meeting. Our thanks should be given to Harry

Hinteman, Daryl Rosenblatt, and Barry Dutchen who
are involved in the planning and contributions to the
best looking woodworkers website we have seen.

Several areas are still to be developed - one being the
member's gallery. This will involve a lot of work on
Harry's end, as he must create profiles and place JPEGs
(pictures of you and/or your projects) with the informa-
tion you provide. Sorry Gabe, no nude pictures. At first,
you will not be sought out. This will be truly a voluntary
action on your part to approach Harry or myself either
in person, by phone, or email.

So, if you want others to see and read all about what
you do in woodworking, visit the website and follow the
directions to be added to the "Member's Gallery." A sep-
arate member directory is also in the works, which is
basically a listing of our names, email addresses, and
website links.

Why do it? Firstly, you are enabling your fellow
members to "get to know you" outside of the mere min-
utes we spend together at club meetings. I learned early
on that new members can feel awkward not knowing
many people in the club, and many common interests
can be found in our website forums and the new mem-
ber's gallery. If you are a woodworking hobbyist, the
gallery is the perfect place to direct a friend or family
member to show off the project you just completed,
especially if they live far off. And let's not forget com-
missions on projects by visitors to the website.

I am again requesting submissions for articles for
the newsletter. Write something - a tool review, a work
technique, a trip to a lumber yard....just share some-
thing! We've got pages to fill with not enough authors.
You can email me at twwstudio@aol.com or hand me a
disc at the meeting. Don't worry about speling and
grammer. I handle that.

The visit from Robert's Plywood presented the forum
for a full house. Gabe started up the meeting by thank-
ing everyone for their response and help to our Show

2003. The comments from the vendors were very encourag-
ing. Gabe said that it was now time to get back to woodwork-
ing and that we must challenge ourselves constantly. Easy for
him to say. He highlighted this by saying that Fine
Woodworking's latest issue had the construction of a dresser
carcass. He said that it gave several options to good construc-
tion and the illustration is excellent.

In the last message Gabe spoke about the Sunshine Club. This
group's purpose is to visit the sick or hospitalized and Gabe
was looking for an anchor for this group. Ed Schnepf came
forward and anyone interested in belonging to this can call
either Ed or Gabe.

Some of the ideas that also came out of the show was a need
for a scroll sawing, marquetry and intarsia workshop.  After
seeing Flo Leitgeb and John Hons working in these areas it
became clear that the interest is there. The program commit-
tee will be looking into a workshop. If there are more areas of
interest, let Bob Urso know.

Gabe and several others attended the Philadelphia Furniture
Show. This was their second time and they were not disap-
pointed. Everyone was pleased with the quality of furniture
building and especially the detail information on
material, joinery, and finishing used in the project. Every ven-
dor who was spoken to was very cooperative and helpful.

If Gabe has said this once he said it 100 times. Log on to the
club's website and get involved in the forum. Ask questions,
give information, be critical - just don't be dirty. The website
is a tool for learning and sharing. You can also sell and buy
tools. Let's know what you are thinking through the website.

Steve Costello is now to be the next chairman of the Toys-for-
Tots program. Our hats are off and a big thanks to Jim Clancy
for his untiring work on this project. In regard to this year's
activities, Steve has started a "100 Toys Club."  Members will
get together and make toys for the program. This will be done
at Steve's workshop, but work can also be taken home to com-
plete. The object is to share skills and make toys. If anyone is
interested, see Steve at the picnic.

Alain Tiercy spoke to us on the 10th anniversary of the scroll
saw on June14th and 15th. For more details, see Alain or visit
the forum on the website. There is a pig roast on Friday night
and products for sale.

There were nine new members at the club. They are Michael
Freitag of Plainview, John Lo Monaeo from Kings Park,

continued on page nine
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Upcoming events

June 4th: Annual picnic and presentation of show awards

We will have the usual excellent food including Italian
ices and other goodies. A chain saw carver will be per-
forming for your enjoyment. Show and tells are welcome.
Arrive about 6pm if you can and food will be served as
soon as the coals are hot.

We ask $3 donation per member and $6 per family.

July 2nd Round Robin meeting: Many techniques and
skills will be displayed. What will you do?? Contact me
or see me at the picnic.

August 6th meeting:  TBA

Show 2003/2004: Hopefully by the June meeting we will
have dates and venues finalized for next years show. Hard
to imagine, but the show gets better every year.

During the past several months I have noticed some pos-
itive changes in our organization. Lots of new faces and
lots of enthusiasm. A first rate website thanks to Harry
Hinteman and a newsletter second to none thanks to
Mike and Daryl. I feel we have reached a new level and
things will continue to improve. I would encourage all
members to help maintain the excellence. The more help
we get the better the organization.

Some examples:

The annual picnic is a fun event; everyone has a good
time but it requires some planning. This usually falls on
one or two board members. We could use a member or
two to organize this event in the future. It would involve
keeping a list of who does what each year and contacting
them before each picnic. It doesn’t take much time but

allows board members to concentrate on other matters.

Another area would be seminars, workshops, etc. With
the varied interest and available talent, workshops could
be much more frequent and varied. We are limited now
by the availability of the barn and time constraints on
those coordinating the events. Every workshop does not
need to be big or at the barn. If you have a topic you
would like to organize, talk to me. It can be at the barn
if available, or at an alternate site, or even a member's
shop. It  does not need to be weekends, and the cost to
members can be adjusted up or down as necessary. Think
outside the box. The way workshops are run now is
determined largely by the the schedule of those organiz-
ing the event. I am not trying to hand off work, but the
more members involved will allow more frequent and
flexible events.

Notes From the 
Programming Committee

Bob Urso

About this month’s cover

As can be seen, The Woodrack’s June cover is a
bit different than previous issues. For many years
the LIWC has been involved with the United States
Marine Corps Toys for Tots program. Every year,
members have taken much of their time to build
toys for children less fortunate thatn ours, so dur-
ing a difficult holiday season, poor children will at
least have a little joy in thier lives.

This year, several of our members: Gabe Jaen,
Steve Costello, Frank Allaire and Henry Diaz meet
Wenesday mornings in Steve’s shop, and have
already built three rocking boats (you saw them at
the Show). Two of them were donated to Winthrop
University Hospital’s Cancer Center for Kids (pic-
tured with Steve, Gabe, Frank and Owen are Mark
Weinblatt MD, the Cancer Center for Kids’
Outpatient Medical Director, and Maxine Andrade,
the Practice Administrator. Following the presenta-
tion was a tour of the facility. That good deed was
followed by another, giving the third boat to Ronald
McDonald House, in New Hyde Park. The House
provides a temorary home to families whose chil-
dren are being treated for varioous serious illness-
es.

In this vein, we urge all members to join the 100
Toys Club. See Steve Costello for information.

STAND UP AND BE COUNTED!!!
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Shop visit with Bob Heathwood
Gabe Jaen

Bob is a relatively new member of the club. Living
just up the street from Steve Costello sort of
explains it because Steve is a first class recruiter

and he couldn't let someone like Bob get away from him.
I can see why Steve felt this way; my first visit to Bob's
house and his basement shop told the whole story. 

First, let me tell you a little about Bob himself:
He was raised in the College Point area of Queens, went
to elementary school there and Thomas Edison High
School, which is a vocational high school. He studied
electrical technology where he learned about electric
motors and how to wire up houses and things. Time
proved that he wanted to know more than that, so it was
off to college to pursue electrical engineering and elec-
tronics. Like many, work and marriage and a family
brought him to Huntington, and as he put it, about 34
years ago (and all in one year) he bought a house, a dog,
and his wife, Dorothy, who is a nurse, got pregnant with
their first child. The family has long since grown, and the
Heathwoods have a grown son and daughter in their thir-

ties, but I can't vouch for the dog.

Bob started his shop when he was 12 years old in
a corner of his parent's basement, which he had parti-
tioned off himself.  If you look at one of the pictures
you'll see a whole lot of tools. These are the same tools he
started buying when he was twelve, to the point that
when he left home he and his sibling had to start buying
their father tools for his birthday every holiday occasion.
Bob's shop evolved, as did his interest. 

Bob is an avid photographer and loves to take
pictures of people and buildings in the city. He has two
beautiful poster size pictures of the World Trade Center
that he took. They hang on the shop wall just as you
come in. He says there are so many photo ops in the Big
Apple, both for animate and inanimate objects. His
interest is such that he has a photo dark room in this
amazingly organized shop. He also has a keen interest in
audio electronics, so he can listen to jazz and classical
music right there in his shop. Now back to his shop.  It's
about 16 x 16 with about a 7-foot overhead. In the cen-
ter he has his main power tools, bandsaw, table saw, and
drill press all huddled around each other. Against one
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wall there are bookshelves loaded with books on elec-
tronics, woodworking and photography, and beneath
that is his drafting table: a necessary item, since he never
works from someone else's plans. He designs everything
he builds, and that takes in quite a bit. 

On another wall about 12-feet long is his work
bench and some of his hand tools hanging on a peg board
of the same length. Under the stairway is a multipurpose
machine. It's a Grizzly sheet metal machine that is a
brake, shear and rollers. Oh yes, I failed to mention he
does his own sheet metal projects, which can be seen on
the various modifications he's made to some of his
machines. Because his shop space is limited and he has so
many interests that are enjoyed there, he has designed
carts that he has mounted to a jointer planer and other

pieces of equipment on that he rolls off to a corner when
it's not in use. He just acquired a shaper, which is still on
the pallet, and is preparing to design a cart for that too.

As to his woodworking, well, like many he is a
dumpster diver, but it's not limited to wood. Anyway
there are some very nice pieces of furniture he's made.
There is a kitchen table, a living room end table with a

decorative wire mesh shelf, a 4-foot tall rotating CD rack
and a very attractive wall unit. Bob keeps busy; if he isn't
taking pictures, or designing a vacuum table for Steve
down the street, he's doing an electrical wiring job for
someone. I plan to visit with Bob again, as our conversa-
tion was too short and I had to get this article out in time
for the newsletter. It was a short but very informative ses-
sion, which I enjoyed as I always do when I visit with fel-
low club members. 
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Too  Many Planes?

Daryl Rosenblatt

Many times there are reasons the old way is best.
Generally, it's because it works, so why change
it? Leonard Bailey remade the hand plane

industry with his cast iron planes. Since they were able to
be mass produced, costs went way down. As a result,
what we now know as "The Basic Stanley Plane," which
is a basic Bailey pattern, is considered the industry stan-
dard. Refined over the years, new technologies have cer-
tainly enabled better metal planes to be manufactured.
The height of the all-metal plane is now the Lie-Nielsen
plane, with Lee Valley Tools giving them serious compe-
tition.

The most expensive plane available - the infill - is the
hybrid "compromise" between all-metal and all-wood
planes. The infills made by Thomas Norris are certainly
the most well known, while the very expensive infills
made by Karl Holtey (costing around $4,000), and Ray
Iles (currently about $600), certainly gives tool porn a
new meaning.
Those planes are really nice, but I still prefer a wooden
plane. I honestly think a woodworker should give such a
tool serious consideration. New wood planes are still
available, and the reason the technology has not changed
all that much in the last two centuries is that such inno-
vation is not needed. The biggest change is the type of
tool steel used, something that has affected all edged
tools.

Remember that a typical bench plane is really a chisel
with a jig, and you will then see my reasons for preferring
wood planes. A plane body holds a blade at a specific
angle, and then keeps the blade from shaking while pen-
etrating the wood. Known as chatter, it is the single
biggest reason for failure for a plane to make an accurate
cut. If we assume that a blade is sharp (which of course
all planes should be), then the iron chatters because the
sole is not flat (which makes a cut inaccurate), or the iron
is not firmly embedded against either the plane body (in
a wooden plane), or the frog (in a cast iron plane). So
now you begin to see the major difference between a
wooden plane and a cast iron one: how the iron is sup-
ported. A wooden plane has an iron embedded on the
entire blade surface, and held in by a wedge. A cast iron

blade is held at only several points (more for a Lie-
Nielsen and Bedrock plane), and then held down by a
chip breaker. The blade is heavy with a wooden plane;
much less so, to save money, with a cast iron plane.

A wood plane will chatter far less than a comparable cast
iron plane, and remember; more chatter means a worse
cut. Also, a well tuned wooden plane will make a shaving
even thinner than a metal plane. How? A well made
wooden plane breaks the shaving by using a very narrow
throat; a metal plane will generally allow a larger chip to
enter the throat, before being cut by the chip breaker.
Since both planes are really mechanical devices used to
shave wood, the simpler machine will always do a better
job.

The main reason people don't want to be "bothered"
with a wooden plane is they are afraid they are harder to
adjust. It does seem simple, doesn't it? Pick up the metal
plane, and screw down until you reach the depth of cut
you want. A wooden plane requires you to tat-tap-tap,
until you get it just right. And if you go too far, well, back
up to the beginning you go. Neither is correct. I can
adjust a wooden plane faster than any metal one, and so
can you. Remember when I said a simpler machine will
do a better job? One other reason is backlash (written
about in a recent Fine Woodworking article). Metal
planes must deal with backlash, because the irons are held
by screw threads. Wooden planes have almost no back-
lash. You see, you DO NOT adjust a metal plane by
screwing the blade down. First you must screw it up,
THEN down. Miss the mark, and you have to start all
over again (after setting the cap iron of course). With a

A typical wooden plane with the blade and wedge removed. Note the
back wall, which provides for full contact between a very thick iron
and the plane. Chatter is almost nonexistent.

Blade is fully supported
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wooden plane, you insert the blade, insert the wedge,
then tap a few times gently to set the blade. Check the
depth (against a white background, but I also use my fin-
gertips while tapping), then set the wedge with one tap.
If the blade is too far, simply tap gently on the back of the
plane. To go deeper, tap on the top front (or even the
blade). A little practice, and you will find the process far
easier than a metal plane. Also, a wooden plane is much
lighter (pick up a jack plane, or even worse, a jointer
plane) and see the difference. Also, you will find the
wood on wood contact is much easier than metal on
wood for planing. Since there is no chipbreaker, shavings
also clog the plane far less.

Japanese planes are a bit different, in that they frequent-

ly use a chip breaker, but they are just as easy to set as
western woods. The planes need some refinement after
purchase, and are much more of a "kit" than their west-
ern counterparts. Their ability to take fine shavings in
even the toughest of curly woods makes them worth the
time to learn.
Brian Hinteman told me I have too many planes. I dis-
agree. After spending time with Garrett Hack, I now real-
ize that each plane has a specific task. No one size fits all.
So don't restrict yourself to metal bodied planes. Cutting
a shaving with a well tuned plane, especially wood on
wood is incredible. Never deny yourself such a pleasure!

Sources:
STEVE KNIGHT TOOLWORKS (WWW.KNIGHT-TOOL-
WORKS.COM)
Steve is a maker of all kinds of wood planes. I have several
and they are all sensational as well as beautiful. He sells
direct, and sometimes through Ebay.

CLARK AND WILLIAMS (WWW.PLANEMAKER.COM)
Clark and Williams make the plane reproductions for
Colonial Williamsburg. Generally made of quartersawn
beech, they are very stable. Their website has some interest-
ing plane information. They sell direct, or thorugh the
Museum of Woodworking Tools (www.toolsforwoodwork-
ing.com)

HIRAIDE AMERICA (WWW.JAPANESETOOLS.COM)
Harrelson Stanley has come to our show the last two years,
and has some of the really nicest Japanese tools you could ever
want 

Lie-Nielsen Tools (www.lie-nielsen.com)
As much as I love my wooden planes, there are times when
I reach for my Lie-Nielsen low angle jack plane, and with-
out a doubt, my three Lie-Nielsen block planes (one low
angle, one "conventional" angle, and one rabbet) are among
my favorites. I do prefer those to any wood block plane avail-
able. 

HOLTEY CLASSIC HANDPLANES (WWW.HOLTEY-PLANES.COM)
It’s hard to decide whether or not Karl Holtey’s masterpieces
are works of art, collectibles, or tools. When you decide on
getting either a new car or a Holtey Plane, any good wood-
worker should flip a coin. He produces these planes one by
one, all by hand (including the screws). 

EBAY (WWW.EBAY.COM)
A good source for many used tools. If you do a search for any
type of tool, many will come up, even Norris, Mathiesen or
Spiers planes.

The tight throat will break the chip just after the balde makes con-
tact with the wood, bending the fiber just as it enters the plane.
Good wood planes are generally made to tighter tolerances than
iron ones.

By gently tapping on the blade (to advance the blade) or (as shown
here) the back of the plane (to retract the blade, adjustment is easy.
The hammer is a shop made one, simply two pieces of shaped hard-
wood glued together. There is little stress, since it is used only for
tapping wooden planes.
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A Clear Concern for Safety
Mike Daum

Arecent visit to a shop has prompted me to write this
article in an attempt to "recondition" the work habits
of the lazy or careless. The shop is outfitted with near-

ly every amenity a woodworker would desire; it's also clean
and neat - yet I would never use one tool found there.

The reason for my reluctance is simple. No safety
glasses. Not one pair in the shop. I first noticed the absence
with great disbelief, and figured it was a joke. When I con-
fronted the individual about the lack of the single most impor-
tant basic safety equipment, I was told that they weren't nec-
essary and that they didn't "look good." Now, I know that if
most of the readers here got a hold of this person, it would be
an embarrassing scene. Therefore, I won't reveal the identity.
Suffice it to say, if this article is read, this person will give some
more consideration to the seriousness of the issue.

Sure, there are times that safety glasses become a nui-
sance, and combined with a dust mask, will make visibility
worse than driving in water-soaked clothing in the rain. Yet,
how can you risk your eyesight over comfort or fashion? I too
have battled with safety glasses over the years - searching for
that "perfect pair" that will be imperceptibly noticeable or
acknowledged.

Well, for me that search is finally over. I found the best
safety glasses I've ever used. Did they cost me a fortune? You
bet, because I bought ten pair at once! I didn't want to ever
hear that they were discontinued, or out of stock. The best
part is that I found them in the local Home Depot, and so can
you (that is, if they order to restock what I bought out).

They are called "Close Fitting Safety Glasses" made by
AO, and cost $4.96 each. No misprint. Four dollars and nine-
ty-six cents before tax. OSHA approved. The SKU # at The
Home Depot is 641817001011. When I bought the first pair,
I tried them out in the shop. I knew I had found my dream
pair when at the end of the day I walked into the house and
my kids said, "Cool glasses Dad!" After a search for sarcasm
was proven sincere, I also realized that I hadn't taken them off
in the shop. I didn't even remember they were on my face!

They are very lightweight with exceptional clarity,
and no distortion. As for scratch resistance, I'll probably never
know because they are the only pair I'll never take off and put
down somewhere in the shop for fear of them falling off, or to
move on to a task not requiring glasses. For me, they are sim-
ply invisible. As for fogging with use of a mask, I found that
because the glasses fit tighter to the face, if the dust mask is
sealed off well at the nose and below the eyes, you will fare bet-
ter than with most pairs of glasses. No-fog wipes and sprays
also help considerably. I doubt if we'll ever find a total fog-free
solution.

It occurred to me that many woodworkers already
wear glasses, and would still need safety glasses to protect their

eyes from their own glasses should a projectile shatter them.
Luckily, our illustrious layout editor Daryl could share his
choice in a product. Lee Valley sells "Safety Overglasses" for
$13.95 pair. Item # is 22R72.01. He is quite happy with them.

A good friend of mine lost sight in one of his eyes
after hitting the end of a plastic handle of a screwdriver. To
him, a plastic chard chipping off and hitting him in the eye
was something he would never thought would happen. The
use of a table saw, or any power tool removing material with a
certain amount of unpredictability, without eye protection, is
certainly an accident waiting to happen. I don't consider
myself a model of safety at all times, but when I feel the sting
of wood dust on my cheek when ripping hardwood, I am
thankful that putting on my glasses is second nature to turn-
ing on the shop lights.

I did carry a spare pair in my van. Now they reside in
the shop I visited. The next time I'm back (if I'm allowed), I
expect them to be found nowhere but on the face of the tool
operator.

Steven Lesser of Great Neck, David Guzzetta of Port Jefferson,
Michael DeCollibus of Rocky Point, Michael Morrison of
Massapequa, Alfred Tucker of Nesconset, and Marty
Mandelbaum of Mt. Sinai.

Show and tell was presented by Kenny Lo Fink who showed a
hanging flower pot made out of scrap wood - very ingenious
of Ken. Charlie Morehouse presented a mahogany table top
that he made out of plywood purchased from Robert's
Plywood and some carved legs that he had around for years.
Finally made some needed space, huh Charlie? Eliot Silverman
brought in some barn wood which was interesting. Jim Clancy
showed us an interesting jig that he found in a woodworking
magazine.

There are now 237 members in the club which is about the
most we ever had. Bob Urso spoke of the show and thanked
everyone for their help and cooperation. He also spoke of
upcoming meetings and asked for help in the round robin in
July.

The guest speakers for the night was Norm and Scott Roberts
from Robert's Plywood. They not only told of what was avail-
able at the location, but brought in samples of the various
woods and veneers. No one has been disappointed in any of
the dealings with Robert's and everyone is made to feel impor-
tant there. We were reminded that there is a 10% discount to
club members and Scott handed out "I LOVE WOOD"
bumper stickers to everyone.  Maybe next time he will give
samples of his Koa or Quilted Maple?  Everyone enjoyed the
meeting and commented on the presentation. Thanks guys!

NOTE:  Sometimes in the course of taking notes for the Secretary's
report we miss something and omit someone's accomplishments. If
you bring it to our attention we will correct it for the next
newsletter. We are far from perfect. Well, maybe Owen is.

Secretary’s Report (continued from page three)
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First Class Mail 

Four 24 x 72 infrared ceiling heating panels complete with
thermostat/switch, prewired for 220 V. Designed for a lay-in
ceiling or can be mounted to any ceiling. $100

Daryl Rosenblatt  DarylRos@AOL.com

Performax 25 x 2 Dual Drum Sander with 
Power Feed; 5 HP 220 V  Leeson Motor. Machine has “low
mileage” Asking $2,000 firm.

Bob Urso  (631) 724-4625 or through the club website 

Ryobi Drum sander 16-32 inch, comes with some sanding
belts $200

Brian Hayward  (631) 549-9096

12" Sear's bandsaw, good condition
$175.00

14" Reliance Bandsaw, good condition.
$225.00  

10" Ryobi Tablesaw, good condition
Call Charlie Morehouse at 631-271-7251

Craftsman shaper
Craftsman 12" band saw
Craftsman drill press 
Delta 12" planer
Grizzly 8" jointer 
Air compressor and nail guns
Craftsman 10" Radial saw
Delta Wood lathe *
Delta Contractors saw 10"*
Craftsman Jig saw(give away)
Router table/ with Porter Cable
Sthil chain saw
Wood chipper

Robert Rudd  (631) 261-0371  rrudd@suffolk.lib.ny.us

The Marketplace

Have an item to sell or trade?

The Marketplace is free, and is seen by all
members, plus anyone else who reads the

Woodrack from our website.


